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ABSTRACT 
Communal clusters is a collections of nodes with compact linking. Spotting outlier from huge datasets is a challenging 

task.Outlier spotting is pertinent for various types of provinces, such as fault and fraud detection, ecosystem disturbances, 

health monitoring, event detection in sensor networks, and intrusion detection. In this paper we intended a unique 

algorithm for detecting outlier-categories from multifarious networks. Our proposal has a latest authenticated principles 

for geometric dynamic moving object databases in a massive approach. It functioning on two stages. The first stage 

forming an optimal figure of groups of data sets and second thing is the spotting or exactly fixing and detecting outlier 

(non-linear) datasets.  
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1. Introduction 
In the data mining, outlier oralso known as 

anomaly detection[1][2] is the recognition of nodes 

which do not fit in to an anticipated pattern in a dataset. 

It is also denoted as noise,exceptions, outliers, deviations 

and novelties [3]. The cluster formation is a majorly 

used technique for retrieving information‟s from 

multiple nodes in a huge network. During that approach 

unwanted nodes are also get clubbed in our groups that 

should be fixing using the suggested algorithm.  Noisy 

dataset detection was anticipated for intrusion detection 

systems [4]Removal of noisy data from the data points 

will give best outcome in the results and greatly increase 

the accuracy of data collections [5].  

a) The foremost influences of this paper are forming a 

group of nearest clustering using Arbitrary K-

means Clustering based on Minimum Spanning 

Tree (AKC-MST) proposed clustering algorithm to 

create a shortest paths between cluster nodes. 

Likewise it creates more number of clustered data 

sets. 
b) In order to split and merge the largest edge and 

divided into individual clusters are already available 

techniques, instead of omitting few data points, our 

proposal treat the linear and non-linear or outlier 

separation as the second stage of our work. 

c) At last applying few queries and displayed graph pitch 

for handling dataset in order to test the proposed 

indexing PMR*-tree [12], cluster formation with the 

help of AKC-MST algorithm. 

2. Related Works 

Outlier recognition comprises characteristics 

of a broad range of techniques. Many procedures 

engaged for identifying outliers are essentially 

indistinguishable but with diverse names elected by 

authors. None of the proper single outlier detection 

method [6] [7] proposed as a whole. Hence many 

approaches have been recommended to deduct outliers. 

One of the main varieties in outlier detection is 

clustering-based [8] [9] are utilized. This analytics helps 

greatly to find inconsistent data groups. Aggarwal 

(Aggarwal and Yu, 2001) notes that The outliers 

possibly deliberated as noise data points fixing 

outside a set of well-defined clusters or alternatively 

outliers [10] may be defined as the points that lie 

outside of the set of clusters but are similarly 

detached from the noise. These outliers act 

contrarily from the normal set of nodes. We 

concentrates on the two descriptions quoted from 

(Barnett et.al.,) the study of splitting noise or 

outliers[11]. 

3. Methodology 
 

3.1. Non-Linear Outlier Detection  

In the suggested technique for irregular shapes of data 

sets that can be not considered or sometimes removed by 

existing methods. But our proposal gives emphasis to the 

small number of lied away data sets also known as 

outliers or noisy data points. We entitled it non-linear 
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outlier detection method to segregate the small clusters 

are formed by short edges. Many of the available 

clustering methods can yield best clustering only for 

consistent dense data sets and can suffer the problem 

like small clustering formation within the dense groups. 
 

 
Figure-1(a): denotes dense clusters with short edges, 

1(b): improper edge formation due to outliers 

 

This is demonstrated in fig. 1(a) depicts dense clustering 

formation along with short edges of non-linear cluster‟s 

i.e., isolated data points. The procedure is centered on 

the circumstance that the edges in clusters has heavy 

consistent than the isolated edges. If it not so, then the 

cluster formation does not properly held as illustrated in 

fig. 1(b). 

3.2. Anticipated Algorithm   
 /* Finding non-linear data sets */ 

Input:  Given Datasets D having Attribute values A lies 

from 0 to 1. 

Output: Small clusters of A1, A2,...,Ai, where i denotes 

cluster numbers. 

Step1: After built the Ak-means clustering algorithm 

centered on MST method with major reforms. 

Step 2: Initialize the cluster numbers like i ←1. 

Step 3: Exclude the maximum weighted edge in the 

MST to produce sub clusters. 

Step 4: Increase the value of i by 1 until encloses lowest 

data sets for a valid cluster. 

Step 5: for each non-linear cluster or outlier if anything, 

decrease the value of i by 1. 

Step 6: Call the procedure AKC(A1, A2,...,Ai) to 

determine the inconsistent edges by  

              (i) AKC(A1, A2,...,Ai) ← min { Valintra(k)+ 

Valinter(k) } where k is 1  to i. 

Step 7: Store the value of step 6 into M with its i value. 

Step 8: Repeat the iteration upto step 3 which no cluster 

need to formed and without inconsistent edge generated, 

the attribute values is in 0 to 1. 

Step 9: Achieve i cluster with tend to step 6 of its 

minimum value. 

4. Experimental Outcomes 
 

For all the given performance of PMR* indexing the 

moving objects, grouping of data sets with the proposed 

AK-means clustering and Non-linear outlier detection of 

three kinds of experimental testing, we used as PC with 

Intel core 2 2.4 GHz processor, 4GB RAM, Windows 8 

operating system, procedures implemented in Java 

programming language (JDK-6.0). 

4.1. Outlier Dataset Comparison  
The object sets ranges are varies on 5000. The total 

amount of moving object is varying from 0.3 to 6 

million denoted in DBsize. Indexing technique is 

implemented by using java platform, whereas clustering 

with outlier spotting logic proposal is tested by using R 

programing. 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure.2 denotes the execution time of query 

performance 

Fig.2demonstrates comparative analysis of various 

object‟s set values along with the aggregate query 

response up to the 100000 to 800000 microseconds 

respectively. It is minimal than the existing techniques.  

4.2. Experimental Datasets for both clusters and 

outliers 
In our clustering and outlier detection experiments, two 

synthetic data sets and four real sets were taken from our 

own datasets. The following table depicts the 

consolidated report of equipped data sets in a non-

decreasing order of attribute values. 

Table 1: particulars of utilized data sets 

Data Sets 
Attri

butes 
Data 

Size 
Cluster 

count 
Shop1 2 860 2 
Shop2 3 1400 4 

Item1 4 150 3 
Fruits 7 336 8 

Beverages 13 178 3 
Item-Test2 19 2100 7 

 

4.2.3. Clustering Accuracy 

 

 
Figure.3 denotes the comparative analysis of outlier 

detection 
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In the above figure the weight and edge error rates are 

diminished simultaneously the data sizes are enlarged. 

Whereas massive amount of data sets with high attribute 

values leads to very high error rates. When we take the 

running time as T, generally the weight and edge error 

ratio increase with T, the number of boundaries are 

larger when T is large. If T is small then the error growth 

ratio is lesser. 

6. Conclusion 

 We examine existing four modern types of clustering 

approaches with our suggested clustering technique as 

well as clubbed with finding Non-linear data sets using 

outlier detection algorithm also involved as fastest 

performance. From this outcomes of our Algorithm can 

be promote to next advancement in order to improve 

competence of clustering as well as outlier detection. In 

future all this approaches can be applied to different 

varieties of clustering approaches and to be find out both 

algorithm into a combined form. This could feasibly be 

able by using some suitable data sets. In the future we 

will discover and test our proposed three varieties 

ofalgorithms in various fields. 
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